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FLOOR PROGRAM

Optimal floor care and maintenance  
Hard coverings • Wooden flooring • Stone floors • Carpets 



WORKING EFFECTIVELY - IN JUST ONE STEP

The useit® Superpad P Yellow is ideal for parquet 

flooring and wood applications thanks to its robust 

backing paper, half-open scatter and special Velcro 

coating. The tightly-spaced multi-perforations and the 

specially designed backing layer ensure the permanent 

removal of the sanding dust. The machined rooms will 

stay clean – and this is also an essential aspect in terms 

of work safety and low dust exposure.

PARQUET SANDING SYSTEM
AN IDEA IS NOW SETTING BENCHMARKS

The multi-perforation useit® Superpad P sanding pad 
together with the takeit® Normal pad (which is also a great 
dust collector) guarantee a ‘Grade A’ sanding performance 
and much improved results when using a single-disc 
sanding machine on parquet flooring.

Thanks to its open structure, the takeit® Normal pad has 
an extremely high capacity for dirt and dust absorption, 
so it’s ideally suited as a dust storage pad for machines 
that have no dust extraction function – and the takeit® 
abrasive disc can’t become clogged with grit and dust, 
guaranteeing the best possible sanding performance.

MACHINES WITHOUT DUST EXTRACTION 
The takeit®-Normal pad also collects dust

useit®-Superpad P guarantees sanding 
dust extraction over the whole surface 
– with no clogging thanks to the 
Superpad P’s effective extraction

NO MORE DUST RESIDUE

The useit® Dust Pad binds any static-charged dust that 

has remained on the floor after sanding – and removes it 

all from the surface by suction. Now your floor is ready for 

painting or sealing. This all-round floor treatment avoids 

cost-intensive reworking due to dust entrapments.

RENOVATING OILED FLOORS 
THE SCENARIO: An oiled floor - 10 years old 

1 Sanding with the useit® Superpad P grit 40 – in this first 
step, the wooden floor is carefully sanded with the useit® 
Superpad P grit 40 and the grit 80 pad if required.

2 Sanding with the useit® Superpad P grit 120 – when the 
old oil has been removed from the surface, the floor is then 
re-smoothed with a useit® Superpad P 100-150, following 
the recommendations of the oil manufacturer.

3 Oiling the floor with the takeit® Normal pad. The oil 
is evenly distributed on the surface during the process – 
spotting is minimized. The incorporated abrasive grain 
smooths the wooden surface during the sanding process, 
ensuring the best possible results.

MACHINES WITH DUST EXTRACTION

4 For the best possible finish: the Sheep Wool Pad for 
polishing and absorbing any residual oil. This pad will give 
your floor a fantastic-looking surface that shines like new.



CLEANING SYSTEMS
WET OR DRY 

The useit® Superfinishing Pad SG is great for decoating 
and cleaning all hard floor coverings such as lino, PVC, 
rubber and LVT.

It’s also ideal for removing paint and graphite soiling, 
compensating differences in gloss levels on wooden 
floors and for reconditioning parquet, laminate, tiled and 
porcelain stoneware flooring. Thanks to its consistently 
open structure, the useit® fine-grinding and cleaning disc 
will never clog up. The useit® Superfinishing Pad SG also 
gives your flooring a dry and thorough cleaning – without 
damaging sealed finishes.

USEIT®-SUPERFINISHING  
PAD SG WET CLEANING AN EPOXY RESIN  
FLOOR WITH THE SG 600 AND WATER 

BLUE WAVE MELAMINE  
CLEANING PAD THE CLEANING 
PAD WITH AN UNIQUE WAFFLE

The Blue Wave cleaning pad will amaze you with its 
deep cleaning power and unbeatable results! The 
reinforced structure of the melamine sponge essentially 
increases its service life during cleaning work. Thanks to 
its eraser effect, this cleaning pad will easily remove all 
the stubborn dirt on smooth and hard surfaces using 
only water – without any chemicals.

MICROFIBER PADS 
CLEANING A HEAVILY SOILED CARPET WITH  
THE MICROFIBER PAD BLUE MELANGE

Each of the four different JÖST microfiber pads has its 
own unique characteristics: Thanks to its small, integrated 
bristles, the gray microfiber pad is great for cleaning struc-
tured surfaces, while the white pad is ideal for scratch-sen-
sitive surfaces. The microfiber pad white/blue is perfect for 
smooth and slightly structured floors. Our all-rounder is the 
blue/melange microfiber pad – it’s top-class when it comes 
to cleaning carpets and coarser dirt and soiling on linoleum, 
parquet, rubber, stone and laminate floors.

Thanks to the zirconium and ceramic grit sizes, the 
useit®-Abrafilm® masters hard coatings and scratch-
resistant paint systems with ease. It’s also great at 
removing epoxy resin contamination and removing 
PU coatings on hard surfaces – and thanks to the wide 
range of available grit sizes, marble floors and screed 
coverings can also be quickly processed. The pads are 
suitable for wet and dry sanding.

USEIT®-ABRAFILM® 
DRY SANDING A LINO FLOOR WITH 
USEIT®-ABRAFILM® Z-80

JÖST SANDING AND CLEANING PADS 

Available for JÖST orbital sanders 
and single-disc machines 

A unique construction combined with state-of-the-art 
production techniques makes the useit® Superfinishing 
Pad SG a superbly reliable product to give your flooring 
the highest surface quality. It processes a wide variety of 
materials and floors in no time at all!



ABRANOPP® CLEANING PADS 
WET CLEANING WITH THE JÖST ABRANOPP® CLEANING PAD GRAY

Our Abranopp® cleaning pads have been specially developed for structured floor coverings. They get right down to the 

deeper zones of structured surfaces. The size and shape of the Abranopp® Cleaning Pads’ nubs and abrasive particles can also 

be adapted to match your structured flooring, so they meet your cleaning requirements perfectly time after time.

Other brush systems are plagued with problems here: 
Hard bristles will remove the dirt, but their inherent 
rigidity means they can’t adapt to dive down into 
those deeper-lying areas, so they just more or less 
remain on the surface – and if the bristles are too soft, 
they will adapt to the floor profile, but they don’t have 
enough cleaning power to remove the deep-seated dirt 
effectively.

ABRANOPP® WHITE

WITHOUT grain - This is an abrasive-
free pad for removing light dirt during 
polishing and waxing – and it will 
also level the surface after a floor care 
product has been applied.

ABRANOPP® PURPLE

A pad with a very fine abrasive grain for 
removing adhering dirt and light traces 
of footprints. Suitable for grinding to 
remove layers of release agent from new 
floor coverings before applying sealants. 
Excellent for routine care & maintenance.

ABRANOPP® GRAY

The cleaning pad for the maintenance 
cleaning of heavily over-cleaned floors.

ABRANOPP® GREEN

This is a pad with a coarse abrasive 
grain that’s really aggressive – perfect 
for the fast and thorough removal of 
old coatings. A superb pad for basic 
cleaning (but please do not use any 
cleaning agents containing solvents!)

ABRANOPP® SPECIAL

This pad is exceptionally abrasive – it’s 
perfect for cleaning very dirty floors 
and for preparing a floor’s surface 
before applying new sealants.

BLUE MAGIC DUST-BINDING CLOTH
THE TEST WINNER AMONG THE DUST-BINDING CLOTHS!

The Blue Magic dust-binding cloth's special coating makes it ideal for collecting dust and loose dirt. In combination with our 

floor wiper, it’s your ideal partner for removing dust and cleaning parquet and hard flooring. It’s not called Blue Magic because 

it’s a pretty name – this cloth DOES remove dust as if by magic! These oil-free dust-binding cloths are available in various sizes 

and forms – for wiping by hand, as tear-off roll goods or for floor wiping in a “mop design”. Dust motes all tremble in fear when 

they see the Blue Magic dust-binding cloths coming at them!

DEDUSTING WITH BLUE MAGIC  
JÖST STANDALONE-MOP

THE MOP STAYS UPRIGHT • YOU DON'T HAVE TO LEAN IT AGAINST 
ANYTHING • OR BEND DOWN YOURSELF 

Thanks to its upright function, the mop can be placed anywhere in the room. 

With the simple click system, the telescopic handle can be easily adjusted to the 

desired size – for perfect wiping results!

USAGE SCENARIOS: 

Patent-No.: EP 2 353 484 

• Natural stone floors

• Parquet 

• Rubber 

• Wood

• Marble 

• Industrial floors 

• Hard coverings 

• Plastics

• Solid surface materials 

• Stainless steel 

• Tiles 



CLEANING & RECONDITIONING  
LAMINATE FLOORS HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY! 

The useit® multi-perforation abrasive - a clean solution!
Do you want to renovate your laminate flooring? No problem! Our useit® products 
will recondition it perfectly – and you can achieve almost any gloss level in 
combination with the useit® Superfinishing Pad SG.

First sand the surface, using either our useit® Superpad P gold 

with a 220 or 360 grit (depending on the floor’s condition). 

When the scratches have been removed, sand the floor again 

with the useit® Superpad P 400 or P 500, both of which smooth 

it all beautifully. Your laminate flooring now has a matt to silky 

gloss. In the third easy step, polish the floor again using either 

the Superfinishing Pad SG 600 or SG 1500 (depending on how 

much shine you want).

IF YOU WANT A GLOSSER FINISH 
YOU CAN USE AN EVEN FINER PAD 
UP TO AND INCLUDING THE USEIT® 
SUPERFINISHING PAD SG3 3000

The Abraflex® Maroon Pad is the chemical-free solu-

tion for the partial or complete removal of floor coatings. 

The Abraflex® Maroon Pad easily removes floor coatings 

using only water and no chemicals – on almost all sur-

faces and especially on light-colored floors. This pad is 

ideal for preparing worn, sealed and painted areas (such 

as sports halls) for a new coat of sealant. It’s robust and 

can be used both wet and dry.

ABRAFLEX® MAROON PAD
THE ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY SOLUTION!
A 30-year-old lino floor cleaned with the Abraflex® Maroon Pad and water

Thanks to its stable and hard-wearing structure, the Abraflex® Maroon Pad has a 

longer life span and gives you excellent machine stability. 

Round or square 
Cleaning and reconditioning laminate floors is easy with our useit® abrasives 
and just a standard single disc machine or the JÖST orbital sander.

STEP-BY-STEP:

The AbraflexNopp® is excellently suited for basic cleaning on 

structured surfaces using almost any cleaning chemical. This 

tough pad even penetrates right into the core of all structu-

red surface coverings, giving you truly thorough and deep 

cleaning.

These are superb pads for basic or maintenance cleaning. 

The Abraflex® Superpad cleaning non-woven comes 

in several versions with different sizes and degrees of 

toughness. It’s longer-lasting, faster to use, extends the 

life of your floor coverings – and it even protects your floor 

cleaning machines.

Patent-No.: EP 2 353 484 

ABRAFLEXNOPP®

ABRAFLEX® SUPERPADS



RANGE OF USAGE SCENARIOS:

Key: C = Cleaning (wet) / BC = Basic cleaning (wet) / S = Sanding (dry) / CR = Coating removal (dry)  P= Polishing
Always test on an inconspicuous area in advance. No liability is assumed for damage caused by improper use. Please ask us in advance!

C = cleaning (wet)  BC = Basic cleaning (wet) S = sanding (dry)  CR = Coatings removal (wet or dry)  P = Polishing

*Always test on an inconspicuous area in advance. No liability is assumed for damage caused by improper use. Please ask us in advance!

Elastische Beläge Hartbeläge Holz Teppich

Noppen-
boden

Vinyl 

glatt

Vinyl

strukturiert

Kaut-
schuk

Linoleum Fliese

glatt 

Fliese

strukturiert

Tonfliese Beton,
Estrich,
Beton-
steine

Kunst-/
Naturstein

Epoxid-
harz

Laminat Parkett Dielen Schlinge,
Velours

Abranopp®  
Reinigung mit Chemie bis max. PH 10

R, GR R, GR R, GR

R, GR

Mikrofaserpad Grau R R GR R R R R R R R R R R

Mikrofaserpad Blau Melange P R R R R R R R R R R R R R

Blue Wave Melamin GR GR GR GR GR GR GR GR GR

Abraflex® Maroon Pad BE GR GR, BE GR GR GR GR GR

Abraflex® Superpad Rot R R R R R R R R R

Abraflex® Superpad Grün GR GR GR GR GR GR GR GR

Wimbledon Rasenpad R R R R R

useit® Superfinishing Pad 
SG 240/600

BE, GR GR BE GR GR GR GR GR

useit® Superfinishing Pad 
SG 1200-3000

R, P R, P R, P R R R R GR P GR GR

useit®-Superpad P gelb S S S

useit®-Abrafilm® S, BE S S, BE S, GR S, GR S, GR S S

R = Reinigen (nass)          GR = Grundreinigen (nass)          S = Schleifen (trocken)           BE = Beschichtung Entfernen (nass oder trocken)          P = Polieren

Testen Sie stets an einer unauffälligen Stelle vorab. Für Schäden aufgrund nicht sachgemäßer Benutzung, wird keine Haftung übernommen. Bitte fragen Sie im Vorwege.

PAD

Abraflexnopp® 
Chemieresistent

M A T R I X
Abranopp®
Cleaning with chemistry up to max. PH 10

AbraflexNopp®
Chemical resistant

Microfiber pad gray

Microfiber pad blue melange

Blue wave melamine pad

pad

red

green

Wimbledon lawn pad

yellow

ELASTIC COVERINGS HARD COVERINGS WOOD CARPETS

rubber 
floor

Vinyl 

smooth

Vinyl 

structured

Stubbed 
floor

lino 
floors

Tiles 

smooth

Tiles 

structured

Clay
tiles

Concrete, 
screed, 

concrete 
stones

Artificial/
natural 
stone

Epoxi 
resin 
floors

Laminate 
floor

Parquet Floor 
boards

Loop, 
velours

C, BC C, BC C, BC

C, BC

C, BCC C C C C C C C C C C C

C C C C C C C C C C C C C

BC BC BC BC BC BC BC BC BC

CR BC BC,CR BC BC BC BC BC

C C C C C C C C C

BC BC BC BC BC BC BC BC

C C C C C

CR,BC BC CR BC BC BC BC BC

C, P C, P C, P C C C C BC BC BC

S, CR S, BC S, BC S, BC



Jöst GmbH
Beerfeldener Str. 77
D-69483 Wald-Michelbach

phone:  +49 (0) 6207 / 9410-0
fax: +49 (0) 6207 / 2463
www.joest-abrasives.com
info@joest-abrasives.de
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www.joest-abrasives.com


